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PB Chopade and Pradeep M Patil, “Multiframe Image Superresolution based on Cepstral 1 Analysis,” Accepted for publication in Signal, Image and Video Processing, (Springer) SIVP-D- 17-00637R1 - [EMID:d476db116a252251].
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Pradeep M. Patil, Manish P Deshmukh and Jayant V. Kulkarni, "Investigation of shoeprints using Radon Transform with reduced computational complexity," Journal of Pattern Recognition Research Volume 7, April 2012, pp 39-40. (Citation Factor 1.1)
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D K Shedge, Milind E Rane, and P. M. Patil, “Fusion in Biometric Recognition”, In proceedings of International Conference on Systemics, Cybernetics and Informatics (ICSCI-06) held at Hyderabad, January 2006, pp 460 – 466.


Pradeep M. Patil and S L Kurkute, “Programmable active power factor improvement technique for single phase switch mode boost rectifiers,” In the proceedings of IEEE International Conference on Industrial Technology (IEEE ICIT-06) held at IIT Bombay (India) 15-17 December 2006, pp 2119-2124.


Dr. P. M. Patil, S. L. Kurkute, “Programmable active power factor improvement scheme for single phase switch mode boost rectifiers” in proceedings of IEEE International Conference on Industrial Technology (ICIT-06) held at IIT Mumbai, Dec. 2006, pp 2119-2124.
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P.M. Patil and Dr. T.R. Sontakke, “Application of various Fuzzy t-norms and t-co norms in Fuzzy Neural Network for Recognition of Rotation Invariant Handwriten Numeral Characters” Computer Science Research Journal of The Institution of Engineers (India), vol. 88, May 2007, pp 10-16.
P.M. Patil and Dr. T.R. Sontakke, “Fuzzy Neural Network Clustering Algorithms used for Recognition of Handwritten Numeral Characters” accepted for publication in the 2007 issue of Computer Science Research Journal of The Institution of Engineers (India).
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